Pilottness motion car at 11 30 22 *

THIRD WHEAT... slot car in the present of Frank Bunn

Call Arthur

The present piece was set by the

Schneider of approximately 1910-1911

and has been used as the established and accepted course since that time.

I computed roundbook

at 33° 32' 56"

The course marked:

S 154° 20' 0" M 117° 58' W 33-7

S 11° 35' 30" M 137° 50' W 57-3

S 21° 15' 30" M 143° 30' W 11-7

S 2° 10' 30" M 160° 30' W 55-2

S 2° 15' 30" M 161° 0' W 55-2

from PS G155 near you leaving to west

where it was crossed by falling tree - marked tip of tree lope to east by placing back to vertical position - creek April 30th 7725 source G16

57° 40' and mark approx 17 15 20

Possible up westward tree (same - acre marked)

but no more usual.

I exposed another record by side

QUADRANT PRIOR TO ABOVE REMAINING 2 MINS

IT FACED IN THE DIRECTION OF PULLED IN POINT A, B, E, D, E, G, N 30 14 18.